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avid dnxhd vst ambidecoder is a free audio-effect plugin for windows, a vst plug-in for the mac os x
platform. this is an audio effects unit and an instrument, it is meant to be a total new and
replacement solution for the nastiest and unpredictable audio effects. the plugin is free and contains
all audio effects plug-ins. the plugins in vst ambidecoder are also available as plug-ins for the au/vst
format. you can download pdf manual of vst ambidecoder. wavelab is a powerful and comprehensive
platform for creation and processing of digital audio signals that has been making waves in the world
of professional sound since 1983. wavelab projects include high-quality recording and post-
production applications like media composer and final mix. in addition to its time-proven nature, its
enormous range of options and its intuitive workflow make wavelab unique and indispensable for
mixing, mastering, recording and composing.
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